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1Q 2018: Multi-Month Cycles
High and Low Possible
Dec. 4, 2017: Stock Indices remain bullish, having set successive (higher) lows during the two key,
multi-month cycle lows in 2017. That projects additional upside into a potential multi-month peak in midJan. - mid-Feb. 2018 - the next phase of both the 5month & 10-month cycles.

That corroborates the ongoing outlook for a sharp
multi-month drop leading into and/or stretching through
March 2018. If certain criteria are met at that time, a multi-month low could take hold. However, more
significant lows are expected to wait until later in 2018. Current analysis for another Dollar decline, an accelerating advance in the Energy Complex (into/through Jan. 2018) and a late-2017/early-2018 surge
in Gold & Silver could provide some of the impetus for an early-2018 downturn in equities.
The following is a reprint of recent analysis, to bring newer readers up to speed...

Outlook 2018 - 2019
Reactive Phase
11-30-17 - 2017 was projected to be the transition year - linked to 10-Year, 17-Year, 40-Year, 70-Year,
80-Year & even 120-Year Cycles - when a myriad of competing cycles would be shifting from one direction to
another.
One of the most noteworthy (and often discussed) cycle is the 40-Year Cycle of Currency Wars - timing
major conflicts & shifts in the never-ending battle for control of the currency. Until the 1970’s (latest phase of
40-Year Cycle), that battle raged between fiat (debt-backed paper) & hard (gold/silver-backed) currency.
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The 1970’s, like every other phase, witnessed
initial events in the ‘3’ - ‘6’/‘7’ year (1973 - 1976/’77)
and reactionary events in the ‘7’ through the ‘1’ year
of the ensuing decade (1977 - 1981).

a (potential) multi-year bull market.
For Bonds & Notes, 2017 was expected to also
be a type of transition year - best identified as a ‘2’
or ‘b’ wave bounce (in Elliott Wave terminology)
when they shift from their initial decline (July - Dec.
2016) into a larger-degree bear market - but not
before a transitionary period of consolidation unfolds… lulling investors into complacency.

A Golden Divorce
Following the Nixon Gold Shock & collapse of
Bretton Woods (1973), another seismic shift ensued
- ultimately resulting in the Dollar’s (and most major
industrialized currencies’) divorce decree from Gold
- also known as the Jamaica Accord or Jamaica
Agreement (1976) - and a new de-facto backing
from oil (OPEC agreement in 1975 - 1977).

That was/is then expected to usher in a more
convincing decline in 2018. However, 2019 remains
the focus for the most pronounced & accelerated
move to the downside in Bonds & Notes.
In many respects, that is expected to be the
ultimate gamechanger (not to be confused with the
Gold/Middle East GaME Changer) as a couple decades of perpetual easing gives way to the obvious
reaction (tightening) in the years to come. The Dec.
2016 INSIIDE Track summarized it this way:

Similarly, 2013 - 2016/2017 was projected to
time decisive initial events that would lead to reactive (more overt) events in 2017 - 2021… with 2017
marking that critical transition year.
2017 has fulfilled that expectation, timing a
decisive reversal lower in the US Dollar, an initial
advance (following a 12 - 18 month bottoming
phase) in energy markets, a steadily bottoming formation in Gold and the reactive - but somewhat
anemic - bounce in Bonds & Notes after their initial
drop in late-2016.

“While any of the aforementioned shifts could
trigger a domino-effect of unintended consequences, I am most acutely watching interest
rates. Investors, politicians & central bankers have
been lulled into a sense of complacency from a
decade or more of extreme monetary easing, resulting in massive debt & negative interest rates.

2017 has also heightened the focus on a new
factor in this recurring financial/economic battle. At
the culmination of this latest 40-Year Cycle, a new
‘anti-Dollar’ currency has entered the fray - the
crypto-currency. When historians look back, they
will probably identify 2017 as the Year of Bitcoin.

When the „bell‟ finally rings, announcing the
end of that „period‟, a mixture of panic (‟overreaction‟), confusion & chaos is likely to ensue.
What is probably being underestimated is the disproportional impact a small shift in this paradigm
will have. And, if commodity inflation is coming
back to life - at roughly the same time - it would
create an exponentially-greater effect on everything linked to interest rates.

Nothing could better exemplify the overall outlook for this period (2013 - 2021 & 2017 - 2021)
than the euphoric moves in Bitcoin, Ethereum &
other crypto-currencies in 2017!

The inset on page 4 briefly addressed two compounding cycles - the Decennial Panic Cycle & the
~8-Year Bubble & Burst Cycle - that are expected
to amplify the effects of (or be a direct result of) a
shift in the never-ending cycle of lower interest
rates & eternal quantitative easing… in
2017/2018.

Credit Where It’s Due?
However, it is often the quiet, subtle movers like a snake in the grass - that can ultimately be the
most dangerous. That is why I have kept a close
eye on interest rate markets as they slowly, gradually transition from a multi-decade bear market into
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To paraphrase the writer of Proverbs, „there is a
way that seems right to man (and to central bankers & politicians), but in the end it leads to debt…
and destruction… and death (similar root words)‟.

was - and still is - expected to be a reaction to the
events of 2013 - 2017. That makes 2017 the transition year when many longer-term prevailing cycles
were expected to gradually give way to new contrasting cycles. In equity markets, that is corroborated by diverse multi-year cycles & expectations.

Perhaps a modern word will convey this principle more convincingly - mortgage. ‟Mort‟ (death)
‟gage‟ (pledge) is the ultimate form of debt in our
society… literally a ‟death pledge‟ in Latin. [Debt &
death are often interchangeable in etymology.]

The primary one is the 40-Year Cycle that
timed declines in 1937 - 1942 & 1977 - 1982, following more devastating declines in the years that preceded those sell-offs. A similar outlook has been in
force for 2017 - 2022, some of which was summarized in Jan. 19, 2017 ‘40-Year Cycle: Stocks in
2017 - 2021’ Report:

2017 - The Reaction Begins
As conveyed for several years, I expected one
phase of activity (the action) in 2013--2017 and
another (the reaction) - in 2017--2021. 2017 is
the pivotal transition year...”

“Throughout the past decade, I have discussed my
perspective on the uncanny 40-Year Cycle and what (I
believe) it holds in store for 2017--2021. Some of
the most important clues were derived from previous
phases of that 40-Year Cycle - a cycle that has governed the entire existence of America...

For most of the past two decades, the US and
the world has been awash in easy credit & low (or
no or negative) interest rates. It has created an
orgy of debt - a bubble like no other. So what happens when the first dominos begin to fall? Will all
the others just magically jump out of the way??
2019 remains my primary focus for related cycles,
but 2018 could certainly provide some dramatic precursors. IT

In most of those cases, the „3‟--‟6‟ years (and into
part of the „7‟ year) would time the precursor events the ramifications of which would be more strongly felt
and recognized in the „7‟--‟1‟ years (i.e. 1933--1936 &
1937--1941, etc.)...
In the current phase, that augured initial events
(the projected „actions‟) in 2013--early-2017 followed by the consequences (resulting „reactions‟) in
2017--2021...

STOCK INDICES
11/30/17 - Stock Indices remain bullish, having
suffered only moderate setbacks during the two vulnerable periods in 2017. Leading into this year, the
March/April period & July - Oct. period were set up
as the primary ‘danger periods’ of 2017. Interspersed between those periods, monthly cycles
were projecting the two most significant lows for
April & June 2017.

In many of those prior cases, the ensuing up
phase did not take hold until the following „2‟ year most recently observed in the 1942 & 1982 stock market lows… the onset of major, subsequent advances.
That also dates back to America‟s founding and the
coinciding collapse of the Continentals (first foray into
fiat currency) - lasting into 1781.

All of the indexes experienced 4 - 6 week corrections in March/April & set lows in April. In contrast, the Nasdaq was the primary index to see another sell-off in June & set a multi-month low at the
end of that month. Those lows have turned out to
be significant ones and have held since being set.

40 years later, the Panic of 1819 - linked to the
charter of the 2nd Bank of the United States in 1816
(as well as the fierce & contentious battle that preceded it) and a subsequent credit tightening - plagued
America‟s economy through 1821. In each case, a
recovery did not take hold until the „2‟ year (1782 &

On a much larger-degree basis, 2017 - 2021
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1822)...

~5-Month Cycle in Stocks

During the 1977--1982 period, the stock market had two 15--18 month declines of 25--30%
each. In between those two declines, the DJIA
had two additional noteworthy drops - lasting 2--3
months each and shedding 15--20% of its value,
each time.
So, in that 4--5 year period, there
were four stock market declines of 15--30%.
That is just one of many reasons (cyclical,
technical, fundamental, geopolitical, climatological, geophysical, etc.) I have been expecting
2017--2021 to produce similar economic challenges…

JAN. 2018

Aug. ‘17

Jun ‘16
Oct/Nov.
‘16

In some ways, 2017--2022 could possess
similarities to 1977--1982, particularly the part in
which sell-offs are quick & violent (similar to 2015-’16) and followed by prolonged consolidation phases.”
-- End Jan. 19, 2017 excerpt

Mar./Apr.
‘17
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some point in 2017 - 2018, as has occurred in most
of the decades since the 1830’s. In most of those
previous decades, there was some carry-over buying into the ’7’ year - the culmination of a multi-year
uptrend - before a top was set.

There are many reasons - NOT just this single
cycle parallel - why 2017 - 2022 is expected to resemble 1977 - 1982. Some of them have to do with
wave structure and the current placement within
that overall structure.

With respect to these, and other related cycles, the expectation was described in the same
way as it has for years:
“I view these types of multi-year shifts like an old
wooden roller coaster moving through its initial peak.
Each individual (though closely connected) car peaks &
turns down at a different time than all the others… just
as different equity indices often peak at different times.

Others have to do with analysis in other arenas (like inflation, interest rates, Dollar, Gold & Silver) that are likely to exert competing & constantly
changing influences on equities.

It is ONLY once all of them have peaked, and begun a reversal lower, that a convincing & sustained
decline can take hold.”

There were also other cycles. One is the 17Year Cycle that projects a peak in 2017 & a low in
2019 (1966 high - 1983 high - 2000 high - 2017
high). Even though those two cycles (40-Year & 17
-Year) have overlap, there are also times when they
would be in stark contrast to one another...

Overlapping that Decennial Cycle, a more recent (last 30 years) 10-Year Cycle Progression argues for a peak in 4Q 2017 - the culmination of a 10
-year low (4Q 1987)--low (4Q 1997)--high (4Q
2007)--high (4Q 2017) Cycle Progression.

These cycles - and all cycles - only provide a
backdrop or foundation for expectations. Price action must always fill in the myriad of gaps and provide more specific signals & validations.

Looking ahead into the coming year, another
important low is expected in ~March 2018. A low in
March 2018 would perpetuate a precise, 9-year
high (March 2000)--low (March 2009)--low (March

There is also the Decennial Cycle - expected
to lead to a decent correction (possibly 15 - 20%) at
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2018) Cycle Progression and would fall in the middle
of an 8.5--9.5-Year Cycle (1973 high - 1982 low 1991 low - 2000 peak - 2009 low) that has timed
some of the biggest swings & turning points of the
past 50 years.

3 - 5 year equity traders & investors could use
a weekly close below 23,240/DJIA to lighten up
(liquidate) an additional 10 - 20% of long positions.

. In the interim, at least one Index (Transports) is
producing a new 5-month cycle between highs similar to the 5-month cycle that previously spanned
lows in many indexes in Aug. ‘15, Jan. ‘16, Jun. ‘16
& Nov. ‘16. The DJTA set successive peaks in Feb.
& July 2017, projecting an ensuing peak in Dec.
2017.

11/30/17 - China’s Shanghai Composite is
validating the potential for a peak in Nov. 2017 linked to significant peaks during the past two Novembers (2015 & 2016) with intervening, multimonths lows set in the ensuing Mays (2016 & 2017).

Global Indices

As a result, both a ~180-degree & an overriding
~360-degree cycle projected another multi-month (or
larger) peak in Nov. 2017. That could/should lead to
a drop into Feb. 2018. This index has already
turned its 1 - 2 month trend down.

Similar to the overlapping 10-month cycle that
also timed lows in recent years (Oct. ‘14 - Aug. ‘15 Jun. ‘16 - Apr. ‘17), the Transports set peaks in April
2016 & Feb. 2017 - 10 months apart. Another 10
months from Feb. 2017 also projects a peak for Dec.
2017.

Hong Kong’s Hang Seng Index rallied to new
highs, extending the expected peak by at least a
month. It has spiked above its yearly LHR - entering
extreme territory on an intra-year basis. Until a
weekly close below 28,100, the trend is up.

The other intriguing thing about the DJTA is
that it just entered a ‘5’ of ‘5’ of ‘5’ wave rally, stemming from its ‘4’ wave lows in March 2009, Jan.
2016 and Nov. 2017. If those ‘5’ waves come close
to matching the magnitude of previous ‘1’ waves
(since the intervening ‘3’ wave rallies are usually the
more dynamic & extended advances), the Transports could peak around 10,400 - 10,700.

Japan’s Nikkei 225 Index has made it up to
23,000, where multiple, multi-year upside targets
converge. This could be culminating a ’5’ wave advance (part of an overall 5-wave structure that began after its 2008/2009 low) that also attacked a
multi-year LLH projection. Until a weekly close below 21,900, the overall trend remains solidly up.

Whether or not that has any immediate impact
on other indexes remains to be seen. However,
there are some warning signs emerging from European indexes that should also be monitored. The
closer all these indexes get to March 2018, the
more likely an accelerated sell-off becomes.

The Euro Stoxx 50 Index did provide a final
rebound peak in Nov. 2017 - the convergence of
multiple monthly/geometric cycles linked to highs in
Nov. ‘15, May ‘16 & May ‘17 and a low in Nov. ‘16.
It has given initial signs of a secondary (lower) peak
& reversal lower.

In and of themselves, neither of these patterns
triggers any sort of sell signal for other indexes.
And, when they do influence the ‘primary’ indexes,
there is often a lag. So, it is just worth keeping tabs
on for now. Each index would need to give its own
intermediate sell signal (beginning with turning the
weekly trend down) to usher in a multi-month peak.
Until that occurs, the prevailing trends remain solidly
up.
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That reinforces the May 2017 high & overall
expectations for a ~10-month decline into March
2018. A weekly close below 3109/MPY would confirm.
From a longer-term cycle perspective, the
Stoxx 50 is expected to set a pivotal low in March
2018 - when a 9-year high (March 2000)--low
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(March 2009)--low (Mar. 2018) Cycle Progression
reaches fruition.

for a sizeable decline - now that almost all upside
price objectives have been met.

If the May 2017 peak holds, a drop into Mar./
Apr. ‘18 would create a 50% retracement in time (6
years up/3 years down) and a succession of back-to
-back 10-month declines (April ‘15--Feb. ‘16 & May
‘17--Mar. ‘18).

A drop into Feb./Mar. 2018 is expected. Ultimately (not necessarily in that time frame), the DAX
could retrace to its 4th wave of lesser degree - at
8,700. That would be more likely by/in 1Q 2019 when longer-term cycles converge.
IT

The German DAX Index has initially peaked in
Nov., after fulfilling the potential for a textbook ‘5’
wave advance on a multi-year basis. It tested &
held its weekly LHR In late-Oct., projecting a 1 - 2
month peak in the ensuing weeks. The DAX
peaked on Nov. 7.

Dec. 2017 - Price action continues to be bullish in Stock Indices - reinforcing their overall uptrends & projecting higher prices. However, multiple
cycles are warning of a dangerous period in 1Q
2018 when a sharp sell-off could be seen.
Both domestic & global equities are projecting
sharp corrections - identifying what could be a tumultuous time. A sharp drop into/through March
2018 would fulfill key cycles while reinforcing what is
expected for 2Q - 4Q 2018… and into late-2019.

That was corroborated by a 5-month high (Aug.
‘16)--high (Jan. ‘17)--high (Jun. ‘17)--high (Nov. ‘17)
Cycle Progression that is the mirror image of what
many indexes experienced in 2015 - 2016, between
their lows. Just as those lows were preceding a
substantial advance, these highs could be prepping
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